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welcome!
The Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen offers residents and visitors 
in the metropolitan Richmond region an unparalleled opportunity 
to experience the arts, entertain new ideas, develop a new talent, 
and experience first-hand all the best this community has to offer.
On any given week, a visitor may experience an art exhibition,  
concerts by nationally known artists, their favorite plays and  
musicals, modern and classic dance performances, outstanding 
shopping, arts education and more. Area corporations utilize our 
facility for meetings, workshops and retreats. The Center is also 
the site of many happy weddings, anniversaries, reunions and 
birthday celebrations.

The Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen is a vital community 
resource for creativity and education in the visual and 
performing arts. Learn more at www.artsglenallen.com.
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LETTER FROM THE CURATOR
JOIN US IN SUPPORTING THOSE IN OUR LOCAL ART COMMUNITY!
MORE INFORMATION AT WWW.ARTSGLENALLEN.COM

Dear Shopper, 

Handmade for the Holidays was created in 2020 as a way we could support artists in the Richmond, VA region as the pandemic 
cancelled art festivals and other events and closed shops, both which artists relied on for sales. We were proud to be part  
of their sustainability in a difficult year. 

Now, we continue this tradition and invite you to peruse our third annual catalog featuring new and returning artists and fun 
new products!

Every purchase you make supports individual artists, helping them to grow their small business and to support themselves  
and their families. A portion of each sale also benefits the Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen, helping us continue to offer  
enriching programs in the visual and performing arts. 

Shop catalog products and more through our online shop at www.artsglenallen.com or in-person at the gift shop.  
There is always something new at the store, so make sure to check back often! 

Happy shopping!

Lauren Hall 
Visual Arts Manager
804-261-6206
programs@artsglenallen.com

www.artsglenallen.com | 3   0
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INFUSED SALT & PEPPER GIFT BAG
Carolyn Herbert
Infused salt and pepper make a 
distinctive change to the everyday 
S&P. Add the additional flavor to your 
meat or vegetables for an amazing 
unique flavor. Flavors include:  
non-alcoholic wine infused salt  
and bourbon infused pepper.
HH-CH-117 
$14.00

A.

A.

B.
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BLACK & WHITE STRIPED CERAMIC BOWL
Gerry Alferio
Ceramic bowl featuring an exciting black and 
white stripe design that starts dark on the 
edge and fades as it reaches the base. The 
inside coloring also fades from black to white. 
3” H x 6.75” W
HH-GA-197
$65.00

B.

C.

RICHMOND CLASSICS I TEA TOWEL  
Mad Kitchen Co. 
Flour sack tea towel featuring Madison Pollard’s 
Richmond Classics I design. Adds a local splash 
of color to your kitchen. Unfolded towel is 
30” x 30”. Cotton & Linen.
HH-MK-229 
$24.99

C.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  
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A.

B.
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C.

SEASONING/DIP MIX 4-PACK
Carolyn Herbert
Fresh made spice mixes are used 
to make a distinctive change to 
everyday meals. Try these four 
spice blends on your meats or 
vegetables. Each set includes 
one each of Bacon, Fiesta, Spicy 
Ranch, and Dill. A tablespoon of 
mix makes an exceptional dip 
when mixed with sour cream, 
yogurt, or mayonnaise. 
HH-CH-116
$18.00

A. QUILTED MICROWAVE  
BOWL HOLDER
Pat Morris
100% cotton batik microwave 
bowl holder. Place your bowl on 
top of the quilted pad and lift 
into your microwave. It doesn’t 
burn or get hot, so it’s easy to 
lift the bowl out of the  
microwave when done cooking. 
Machine washable and  
dryable. Colors vary; a special 
bowl holder will be chosen for 
you. 10” square.
HH-PM-120
$12.00

B. REUSABLE MICROWAVE  
POPCORN BAG
Lauren Hall
100% cotton bag with batik leaf 
design. Easy to use: Just add 1/3 cup 
popcorn kernels into bag, flip the 
flap closed, and microwave for  
approximately 3 minutes or until  
the popping slows down. When 
popcorn is done, flip the flap open, 
pour into a large bowl and mix in 
your preferred toppings.  
10.25” W x 8.5” H x 3” D.
HH-JH-213 Blue Batik
HH-JH-214 Multicolored Batik
$14.99

C.
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GOURMET COCOA MIX 4-PACK
Carolyn Herbert
Gourmet cocoa mixes in four 
flavors make the finest cup of hot 
or iced cocoa drink. Each  
package includes one each of 
Dark Chocolate Fudge, Dark 
Chocolate Raspberry, Toffee- 
Coffee, and Peppermint.
HH-CH-115
$15.00

A.

LEATHER BOOKMARKS – SET OF 3
Haus of Jung
Set of 3 mini 100% leather bookmarks 
with nickel metal rivet. Boxed, ready 
for gifting. 4-5 oz. Cowhide (Black, 
Dark Red, & Brown). Leather grain and 
pattern placement may vary slightly 
depending on the hide used.  
4.5” L x 1” W
HH-NM-231
$25.00

B.

A.

B.
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THE LIBRARY ART PRINT
Art by Ichshe
A reader’s imagination swirls 
around them as they read.  
A print celebrating the joy of 
reading and the power of the 
library! 11” W x 14” L
HH-JH-215
$29.95

D.

THE LIBRARY CERAMIC ORNAMENT
Art by Ichshe
Anyone who loves to read will adore this fun 
ornament celebrating the joy of reading.
Made of porcelain with design on one 
side; back is blank.   
Approximately 3”. 
HH-JH-216
$12.99

C.

D. C.
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IMAGES OF AMERICA:  
GLEN ALLEN BOOK
Cary Holladay
Learn the history of Glen Allen through stories and photos of the people who 
lived and worked in the area. From its history as a farming community to the 
importance the railroad played in its growth and how it became what it is  
today, this book covers it all. Full of photos showcasing the area then and now. 
HH-XX-236
$23.99

A.

A.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  
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FLORAL IN GRAY & WHITE  
ORIGINAL PAINTING
Daima Feroz
A stylized floral composition in  
acrylics on canvas.  
8x10”
HH-DF-233
$30.00 

C.

FORGOTTEN VIRGINIA 
Sean Toler
This book showcases 140 images  
of abandoned places and things  
from around Virginia.  
9.25” x 6.5” 
HH-ST-232
$23.99 

B.

C.

B.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item. 
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EIFFEL TOWER ORIGINAL PAINTING
Daima Feroz
An abstracted view of the Eiffel Tower  
in acrylics on canvas. 
8x10”
HH-DF-196
$30.00

A.



THE TORTOISE TALES STORYBOOK
Sally Scott Guynn
A diverse collection of nine fictional animal 
short stories from educator, wildlife  
conservationist and artist, Dr. Sally Scott 
Guynn, combines fantasy with history and 
fun facts from nature to cultivate a love and 
appreciation for wildlife, nature, and the 
outdoors. 

Suspense, action, and humor follow a cast of 
animal characters as they discover it’s  
not always the smartest, strongest, or best  
looking who saves the day. An old tortoise 
who knows plenty but can’t share it, a  
monkey with a personal hygiene issue,  
a dragon who loses his fire, and more wild 
creatures discover how courage, trust,  
compassion and teamwork can help you 
overcome the most extreme of challenges. 
HH-SG-119 
$15.99

B.

PEACE IN MY WORLD CHILDREN’S BOOK
Syeda Mleeha Shah
Beautifully illustrated book that sends the 
message of world peace in simple terms that 
capture children’s attention. Simple rhymes on 
each page make it easy for children to enjoy. 
Hardback book. 
9.25” x 6.25”
HH-MS-121
$12.99

C.

B.

www.artsglenallen.com | 13         
Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  
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A. CASTLE KEEP
Moe Johnson
Let your child’s imagination soar with their own castle 
keep to defend! Made of pine and protected with 
beeswax and coconut oil. 
HH-MJ-184
$140.00

B. KING OF THE CASTLE
Moe Johnson
Hand-carved wooden king is made of pine and 
protected with a blend of beeswax and coconut 
oil. Painted or natural available. 
HH-MJ-189 Natural $26.00
HH-MJ-190 Painted $26.00

A.

B.
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CASTLE TURRET
Moe Johnson
Little princes and princesses will love having their own castle to rule! 
This is for a single turret; figure for scale, sold separately. 
HH-MJ-183
$112.00

C.

C.
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WOMAN GICLEE PRINT
Kelly U Johnson
Archival giclee print of Kelly U Johnson’s 
artwork, Woman, unmatted. Frame not 
included. 8x10” 
HH-KJ-136
$25.00

A. B. EVENING BLOOM EARRINGS
Fakeha Naeem
Pure silver tiny earrings with delicate flower  
impression on silver with 4mm dangling  
labradorite gemstones. 925 sterling silver  
ear hook wires. 
2” L
HH-FN-178
$40.00

A.
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ACRYLIC GREETING CARD SET
Kelly U Johnson
Greeting card set of 6 designs with  
envelopes. Cards are 5.5” x 4.25”. 
Set includes: Waterfall, Existence, Existing 
Here, Woman, By the Ocean, and Reunion. 
HH-KJ-134
$24.00

SILVER HAIR FORK WITH ROSE QUARTZ,  
CHALCEDONY & QUARTZ
Sandra Love Pardue
Made with jewelry-grade stainless steel wire, sterling 
silver, rose quartz, chalcedony, and quartz crystal.  
The perfect hair accessory for a messy bun or chic  
up-do! Fork is sturdy and will not deform.

Rose quartz is a gentle reminder that the most  
important person to love and nurture is yourself.  
It is believed to emit strong vibrations of love, joy,  
and emotional healing.

Chalcedony is considered a powerful healing stone 
that works on all the chakras to balance the mind, 
body, and spirit. It is a protective stone that absorbs 
negative vibrations and energy. 

If your spirit and intentions need illumination, quartz 
crystal helps to balance and strengthen your focus 
while clearing the energy in your environment. 
HH-SP-204
$65.00

C.

C.

D.

B.

D.
C.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  



STRIPED TRIO
Gerry Alferio
Three ceramic bowls in various sizes and shapes work well together or  
individually. Each features blue and ivory stripes on the outside and various blue 
hues inside. Purchase the set or individual pieces. Each piece is one-of-a-kind. 
Sizes: Small – 2.75” H x 5.5” W; Medium – 4.25” H x 5 7/8” W; Large – 2.75” H x 9” W.
HH-GA-200  Striped Bowl – Small   $45.00
HH-GA-199  Striped Bowl – Medium  $60.00
HH-GA-198  Striped Bowl – Large   $75.00
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A.

2023 ART CALENDAR 
Various Artists
12-month calendar featuring a diverse collection of artwork by Virginia artists 
8.5x11” 
HH-XX-230
$12.99

B.

A.

B.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  



BUTTONS & PEARLS NECKLACE
Pat Whitlow
Wire crochet necklace with neutral buttons and 
pearls. Approximately 18” L with 3” extender. 
HH-PW-223 
$39.00

www.artsglenallen.com | 19         

C.

C.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item. 
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A.
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DECO ACCENT EARRINGS 
Lauren Hall
Classic chain maille earrings with a pop of color. Get ready to love these  
lightweight earrings! 1.25” long; Silver-plate ear hooks and components;  
glass beads.
HH-JH-207 Silver/Peacock Blue
HH-JH-208 Silver/Pink 
$17.00

 

A.

STAINED GLASS CAT SUNCATCHER 
Susann Belflower
Looking for the perfect gift for the cat lover in your life? Look no further! 
Stained glass cat suncatchers will melt every cat lover’s heart. Each cat wears 
a unique adornment on their collar. Hues and textures of glass will vary.  
Approximate sizes: 5” x 2.5” Medium; 6.25” x 3” Large. 
HH-SB-102  Gray, Medium   $20.00
HH-SB-103  Gray, Large   $22.00
HH-SB-104  Yellow, Medium  $20.00
HH-SB-105  Yellow, Large   $22.00
HH-SB-106  Pink, Medium   $20.00
HH-SB-107  Pink, Large   $22.00
HH-SB-108  Purple, Medium  $20.00
HH-SB-109  Purple, Large   $22.00

B.

RICHMOND CLASSICS I 
ART PRINT
Mad Kitchen Co. 
Watercolor and pen  
& ink reproduction  
featuring iconic landmarks 
and establishments of 
Richmond, VA. 8.5” x 11” 
Unframed
HH-MK-228
$19.99

C.B.

C.



WRAPPED IN TURQUOISE
Fakeha Naeem
Turquoise gold super duo beads with silver Toho 
beads are delicately designed into a wrap for 
everyday wear. Lightweight and finished with  
an antique lock clasp. Approximately 13” long. 
HH-FN-179
$40.00

 

A.
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BY THE OCEAN GICLEE PRINT
Kelly U Johnson
Archival giclee print of Kelly U Johnson’s artwork, By the Ocean, with  
a woman and girl looking at the ocean. Unmatted. Frame not included. 8x10” 
HH-KJ-137
$25.00

 

B.

A.
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BY THE OCEAN GICLEE PRINT
Kelly U Johnson
Archival giclee print of Kelly U Johnson’s artwork, By the Ocean, with  
a woman and girl looking at the ocean. Unmatted. Frame not included. 8x10” 
HH-KJ-137
$25.00

 

WRAPPED IN ROSE GOLD
Fakeha Naeem
Rose gold super duo beads with silver Toho 
beads are delicately designed into a wrap for 
everyday wear. Lightweight and finished with  
an antique lock clasp. Approximately 13” long. 
HH-FN-180
$40.00

 

C.

B.

C.
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A. BIRDHOUSE NECKLACE
Susann Belflower
This necklace attracts with its whimsical details. Created 
from the end of a knife handle, glass flowers, leaves and 
bird charms complete the look. Each pendant is  
completely unique! Suspended on a 26” chain. 
HH-SB-110
$48.00

A.

B.
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STAINED GLASS HUMMINGBIRD
Susann Belflower
This sweet little life-size hummingbird will gently 
twirl in your window while it catches the light  
coming through. Blue wings, each with a contrasting 
breast color. Approx. 3.75” H x 4” W.
HH-SB-101  
$20.00

WATERCOLOR GREETING CARD SET
Kelly U Johnson
Greeting card set of 6 designs with envelopes. 
Cards are 5.5” x 4.25” 
HH-KJ-135
$24.00

 

B. C.

C.
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A. GREEN LEAVES HANGING PLANTER
Samuel Little
Ceramic hanging planter with green leaf design includes matching nylon cord for easy hanging.  
Tapered bottom with drainage hole allows plant to breath. For indoor or outdoor use. Approx. 5” H x 4.75” W.  
Each planter varies in design due to the nature of handmade. 
HH-SL-191  
$35.00

A.
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B. DAISIES HANGING PLANTER
Samuel Little
Ceramic hanging planter with daisy 
pattern includes matching nylon cord 
for easy hanging. Tapered bottom with 
drainage hole allows plant to breath. 
For indoor or outdoor use. 
Approx. 5” H x 4.75” W. Each planter 
varies in design due to the nature of 
handmade. 
HH-SL-192
$35.00

C. SILVER HAIR FORK WITH CITRINE, JASPER, & QUARTZ
Sandra Love Pardue
Made with jewelry-grade stainless steel wire, sterling silver, 
jasper, citrine, and quartz crystal. The perfect hair accessory for 
a messy bun or chic up-do! Fork is sturdy and will not deform.  
5” long

Jasper is considered a grounding stone that provides a sense  
of balance and stability.

Citrine helps enhance prosperity in terms of wealth. It is also 
called the Merchants stone by some. Use to manifest wealth, 
success, and prosperity into your life and to maintain it. 

If your spirit and intentions need illumination, quartz crystal 
helps to balance and strengthen your focus while clearing  
the energy in your environment. 
HH-SP-205
$55.00

C.

B.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  
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A.
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A. JASPER GEMSTONE HAIR FORK
Sandra Love Pardue
Made with jewelry-grade stainless steel wire, 
sterling silver, and a jasper gemstone. The 
perfect hair accessory for a messy bun or chic 
up-do! Fork is sturdy and will not deform.  
4.75” long

Jasper is considered a grounding stone that 
provides a sense of balance and stability.

HH-SP-206
$45.00

B. GARDENIA
Ginny Layne
Art print of an original photograph. 12x12”.  
Also available as a 5x5” blank notecard.
HH-JM-145  Art Print   $39.95
HH-JM-146  Notecard   $5.00 

B.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  
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A. SNAPDRAGON
Ginny Layne
Art print of an original photograph. 12x12”. Also available  
as a 5x5” blank notecard.
HH-JM-157  Art Print   $39.95
HH-JM-158  Notecard   $5.00

A.
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B. HENNA HANGING POTS
Samuel Little
Each henna hanging pot is one-of-a-kind! Ceramic 
hanging planter with unique black and white  
pattern includes matching nylon cord for easy 
hanging. Tapered bottom with drainage hole 
allows plant to breath. For indoor or outdoor use. 
Approx. 5” H x 4.75” W. Only one of each design 
available!
HH-SL-193  Henna I
HH-SL-194  Henna II
HH-SL-195  Henna III
$35.00 
 

B.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  
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A. BEYOND GICLEE PRINT
Kelly U Johnson
Archival giclee print of Kelly U Johnson’s 
artwork, Beyond, a portrait of a man in space. 
Unmatted. Frame not included. 8x10” 
HH-KJ-138
$25.00

B. WAVY BOWL
Gerry Alferio
Large bowl with undulating sides creates visual 
interest and excitement. 11” w x 4.25” h 
HH-GA-203
$120.00

A.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item.  
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C. DAGGER EARRINGS
Rosalie Young
Czech glass dagger bead earrings with handmade sterling silver ear wires.  
2” h x 1” w. 
HH-RY-129  Purple
HH-RY-132  Black
$24.00

B.

C.

Please Note: Due to the nature of handmade, each piece may vary slightly from picture. 
One piece available of this original art/item. 
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A1.

A2.

A3.

A4.

A5.

A6.
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A. DAGGER EARRINGS
Rosalie Young
Czech glass dagger bead earrings  
with handmade sterling silver ear  
wires. 2” h x 1” w. 
Choose from a variety of colors:
1. HH-RY-122    Red
2. HH-RY-123    Chrome
3. HH-RY-124    Blue/Ivory
4. HH-RY-125    Orange
5. HH-RY-126    Maroon Picasso
6. HH-RY-127    Ivory
7. HH-RY-128    Turquoise Picasso
8. HH-RY-130    Forest Green
9. HH-RY-131    Russet
10. HH-RY-133    Gold
$24.00

A4.

A5.

A6.

A7.

A8.

A9.

A10.
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A. SANCTUARY ART PRINT & STATIONARY
Judith McKinney
From a print series of 275, each 12x12” print will 
be numbered and signed by the artist. Small prints 
and stationary items of this unique image are also 
available. Notecards are blank; 4.25” x 5.5”.  
Notepads are lined with 50 sheets per pad.  
All items come packaged. 
HH-JM-160 12x12” Art Print $39.95
HH-JM-161 5x5” Art Print  $12.95
HH-JM-162 Notecard Set of 6 $15.95
HH-JM-163 Single Notecard $4.00
HH-JM-164 Notepad  $7.95

A.
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B. CHRISTMAS WIRE CROCHET NECKLACE
Pat Whitlow
Wire crochet necklace in a variety of red, green & clear/white beads. 
18” L with 3” extender.
HH-PW-222  
$39.00

B.
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A.

A. MIXED GLAZE CERAMIC BOWL
Gerry Alferio
The artist allows various glaze colors to drip and pool together, creating a fascinating, colorful, 
unique piece of art! Each bowl is approximately 3” H x 7.75”; size and coloration will vary  
per bowl due to the nature of handmade. 
HH-GA-202
$50.00
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B. PEANUT CRUNCH SNACK MIX
Red Rocker Candy
This crunchy snack mix includes vanilla pretzels, 
honey roasted peanuts, and mini peanut butter 
cups. 8 oz. can. Perfect for gifting or keep for 
yourself!
HH-RR-224
$9.99

C. NAKED TURTLE SNACK MIX
Red Rocker Candy
This crunchy snack mix features vanilla pretzels, salted 
pecans, and caramel turtles. 8 oz. can. Perfect for gifting 
or keep for yourself!
HH-RR-225
$9.99

B.

C.
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A. WIRE CHRISTMAS TREE EARRINGS 
Kazuko Fuller
Aluminum wire is shaped into a festive tree 
shape to create these holiday-ready earrings. 
Choose from silver or green. 1.5” L x .75” W 
HH-KF-111  Silver
HH-KF-235  Green
$15.00

B. HAMMERED ALUMINUM CHRISTMAS TREE NECKLACE 
Kazuko Fuller
Aluminum wire is shaped into a festive tree shape to create 
this holiday-ready necklace. 3” L x 2” W 
HH-KF-112  
$16.50

A.

B.
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HAMMERED ALUMINUM CHRISTMAS TREE NECKLACE 
Kazuko Fuller
Aluminum wire is shaped into a festive tree shape to create 
this holiday-ready necklace. 3” L x 2” W 
HH-KF-112  
$16.50

C. PEPPERMINT BLAST SNACK MIX
Red Rocker Candy
Peppermint pretzels, peppermint bark bites and 
nonpareils are mixed together to make this tasty, 
minty treat. 8 oz. can. Perfect for gifting or keep 
for yourself!
HH-RR-226
$9.99

D.RAINY REDBIRD ORNAMENT
Jay Hall
Porcelain ornament featuring the original  
painting, Rainy Redbird, by J2 on one side; back  
is blank. Comes with a gold string for hanging. 
Approximately 3”. 
HH-JH-217  
$12.99

C.

D.
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A.



BLACK & GOLD RIBBON SCARF
Lauren Hall
Fun fiber art scarf featuring colorful strands 
in black and gold intertwined with metallic 
thread. 42” L
HH-JH-209 
$26.99

A. BLACK & GOLD RIBBON NECKLACE
Lauren Hall
Fun fiber art necklace featuring colorful strands 
of black and gold intertwined with metallic 
thread. Lobster claw closure. Approx. 24” L. 
HH-JH-210  
$16.99

B.

C. EMBOSSED TREE ORNAMENT
Jay Hall
Polymer clay ornament with embossed  
design, painted with a gold overlay. Both sides 
are covered in protective resin to ensure each 
ornament has a long life. 
HH-JH-218  Tree – Green/Gold 
HH-JH-219  Tree – Black/Gold
$12.99

D. EMBOSSED HEART ORNAMENT
Jay Hall
Polymer clay ornament with embossed design, painted with a gold overlay.  
Both sides are covered in protective resin to ensure each ornament has a long life. 
HH-JH-220  Black/Gold 
HH-JH-221  Red/Gold
$12.99 www.artsglenallen.com | 43         

B.

C.

D.
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A. WOOD NATIVITY
Moe Johnson
Sturdy, hand-carved Nativity set made of 2” pine and 
protected with a blend of beeswax and coconut oil. 
HH-MJ-185  Jesus, Mary, Joseph, & manger 
$63.00
HH-MJ-186  Set of 5 Animals   
$65.00

A.
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THREE WISE MEN
Moe Johnson
Finish your Nativity scene with three wise men to bring gifts to the baby! 
Made of 2” pine and protected with a blend of beeswax and coconut oil. 
HH-MJ-187  Natural
HH-MJ-188  Painted
$77.00

B.

B.
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A.

B.
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B.

COFFEE SHOPS OF RICHMOND ART PRINT
Mad Kitchen Co. 
Watercolor and pen & ink reproduction featuring 
many of Richmond, VA’s most popular coffee shops 
& neighborhood cafes. 8.5x11” 
HH-MK-227  
$19.99

C. PRETTY IN PINK RIBBON NECKLACE
Lauren Hall 
Fun fiber art necklace featuring colorful strands 
of magenta pink intertwined with metallic thread. 
Lobster claw closure. Approx. 24” L. 
HH-JH-212  
$16.99

D.

PRETTY IN PINK RIBBON SCARF
Lauren Hall 
Fun fiber art scarf featuring colorful strands in 
magenta pink intertwined with metallic thread. 
42” L
HH-JH-211 
$26.99

A.

STAR ORNAMENT
Kazuko Fuller
Aluminum wire is shaped into a shining star perfect 
to hang on your tree or anywhere. Each ornament 
will feature a different set of baubles, making each 
one unique. 
3.25” x 3.25” 
HH-KF-113  
$7.50 

C.

D.
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B.

DAISY
Ginny Layne
Art print of an original photograph. 12x12”.  
Also available as a 5x5” blank notecard.
HH-JM-142  Art Print  $39.95
HH-JM-143  Notecard  $5.00 

C. THROUGH & THROUGH SCARF
Beth Younger
B. Younger’s vibrant painting, Through & Through, 
becomes a wearable piece of art! Wrap yourself up 
in this colorful scarf to brighten up your outfit.
HH-BY-176  
$55.00

TEXTURED PLATTER
Gerry Alferio 
Blue ceramic platter with a textured, mandala-like 
design covering the surface. Approximately 9” in 
diameter. Each platter may vary slightly due to the 
nature of handmade. 
HH-GA-201
$50.00

A.

B.

A.
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C.
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THROUGH & THROUGH HOODIE
Beth Younger
B. Younger’s vibrant painting, Through & Through,  
becomes a wearable piece of art! Hoodies are available  
for both men and women in a variety of sizes. 92%  
polyester, 8% spandex. 
HH-BY-166  Women’s – Medium
HH-BY-167  Women’s – Large
HH-BY-168  Women’s – XL
HH-BY-165   Women’s – 2XL
HH-BY-169  Men’s – L
HH-BY-171  Men’s – 2XL
HH-BY-172  Men’s – 3XL
*Additional sizes may be pre-ordered online;  
See sizing chart on our website. 
$70.00

A.

Back View

A.

A.
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THROUGH & THROUGH BEANIE
Beth Younger
B. Younger’s vibrant painting, Through & 
Through, becomes a wearable piece of art! 
Beanies are 92% stretchable polyester &  
8% spandex.
HH-BY-173 Adult – Small/Medium
HH-BY-174 Adult – Large/X-Large 
$40.00

 

B.

PETAL DROP EARRINGS
Beth Younger
Fun, colorful earrings that are lightweight 
and ready to make a statement. Petal 
Drop earrings feature vibrant red, coral & 
deep yellow drops. Earrings are 3.5” long.  
HH-BY-177
$29.50

 

C.

B.

C.
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A.

B.
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HYDRANGEA
Ginny Layne
Art print of an original photograph. 12x12”. 
Also available as a 5x5” blank notecard.
HH-JM-148 Art Print $39.95
HH-JM-149 Notecard $5.00 

A.

LILY
Ginny Layne
Art print of an original photograph. 12x12”.
Also available as a 5x5” blank notecard.
HH-JM-151 Art Print $39.95
HH-JM-152 Notecard $5.00 

B.

ROSE
Ginny Layne
Art print of an original photograph. 12x12”. 
Also available as a 5x5” blank notecard.
HH-JM-154 Art Print $39.95
HH-JM-155 Notecard $5.00

C.

ANEMONE
Ginny Layne
Art print of an original photograph. 12x12”. 
Also available as a 5x5” blank notecard.
HH-JM-139 Art Print $39.95
HH-JM-140 Notecard $5.00 

D.

A.

C.

D.



MEET THE ARTISTS 
GERRY ALFERIO
ALFERIO PRODUCTIONS

Gerry Alferio is involved in several disciplines in the arts…from pottery  
to painting and photography. He is a graduate of Wilkes College in  
Wilkes-Barre, PA, where he earned his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. After 
college he spent his career in television at CBS and NBC affiliates. He has 
won several awards for his art work and has enjoyed working in each of 
the arts. With pottery, he says: “I am able to literally feel the work as it 
grows from an idea to its final form.” Mr. Alferio also enjoys playing his 
ukulele with the Midnight Ukulele Society. 

SUSANN BELFLOWER
BIJOUX BELLEFLEUR

German born, Susann Belflower moved with her family to Richmond, VA in 
1999. She has loved art all her life and was a crafter for as long as she can 
remember. After arriving in the USA, she had the opportunity to study art 
at VCU, Richmond. In 2000, she began working to obtain a BFA in Crafts 
with a minor in Art History. During her study in metals, she received  
several awards and grants for her achievements. She loves to draw  
inspiration from nature and loves organic forms. To her, metalsmithing is 
a language where the possibilities are endless. Form, materials, and color 
can be combined in many different ways. Later, she learned beading  
techniques and realized that beads, silver and metalsmithing work  

together beautifully. Since then, she created her own unique style of jewelry, some of which is displayed in 
various galleries and shops in VA & FL. Some of her work has been published in Bella Armoire Jewelry  
magazine. 

DIANE DAVIS
ART BY ICHSHE

After seeing a heart drawn right before her eyes as a child, Diane Davis, 
known as Ichshe (I-She) to her friends, knew art would be part of her 
life. After graduating from college, she focused on graphic arts,  
painting, and drawing. Her passion for art and the excitement of  
sharing that love blossomed when she began working with Alzheimer’s 
patients. The talent that poured from these first-time artists was a  
beautiful surprise to both student and teacher. 

Diane taught more first-time acrylic students for several years at the 
Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen. Once again, she saw amazing talents 

emerge. She told students, “When you pick up a brush today, you may never put it down.” She encourages 
everyone to take an art class, especially if you’ve never painted and make some magic! Her joy comes from 
creating collages and paintings and her fun, vibrant personality is evident in her work. 
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DAIMA FEROZ
SOULSTRACT STUDIOS

Daima is a self-taught abstract artist who uses acrylics as her medium. 
She takes inspiration from her surroundings, nature, and artists like  
Jackson Pollock, Vincent Van Gogh, and more. According to her, painting 
lets her express different feelings and different ideas everytime. 

KAZUKO FULLER
TWISTED ART BY STUDIOZ

Kazuko Fuller is a native of Yokohama, Japan. She graduated from  
Yokohama Design School and started working as a textile designer for 
one of the major textile manufacturers in Yokohama. 

After marrying her husband, she moved to the United States. She  
graduated from Savannah College of Art & Design (SCAD), Savannah, 
Georgia. There, she earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Graphic 
Design. As a student, she worked for a production company as a designer 
and painter. Her experience with different mediums gives her inspiration 

                                                                    to create unique pieces of jewelry 

SALLY SCOTT GUYNN
SALLY GUYNN ART & BOOKS

Sally Scott Guynn, Ph.D., is at heart, a consummate storyteller with  
a passion to influence children to learn about wildlife and nature. Her  
talent for painting, a lifelong love of animals, her signature sense of 
humor and boundless creativity complement her impressive experience 
teaching youngsters in the classroom. Guynn earned a B.A. in Biology 
from the University of Richmond, a Masters in Science Education from the 
University of Virginia, and a doctorate from Colorado State University.  
All this, coupled with a broad, deep career in the wildlife conservation 
profession, created an extraordinary foundation for the author/illustrator 
to write her first children’s book, The Tortoise Tales. 
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JAY HALL
J2 ART

A passionate creative, Jay Hall has been active in the arts all his life. In his 
youth, singing and theater arts were his focus, but as an adult, his  
creative pursuits span across multiple mediums in both the visual and  
performing arts. Whether performing on drums for a church service, 
cooking a masterpiece for the family dinner, composing poetry and short 
stories, or creating unique works of art with paint, camera, or clay, art 
runs through his veins. 

LAUREN HALL
LOLLIE’S MAD, MAD WORLD

Art & creativity have always been central in Lauren’s life. So, it is no  
surprise that she makes jewelry, studied photography, taught herself to 
sew, and enjoys trying numerous other arts and crafts. In addition to  
being a maker, Lauren works full time as the Visual Arts Manager for the 
Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen, curating exhibits with artists from 
around the world. Her passion for the arts led her to explore her own 
creativity while helping encourage artists young and old to explore their 
own and to share their work.  

What started as a way to relax while her infant son was sleeping, Lauren’s 
beading hobby quickly turned into a small business. Excited about different color combinations and  
materials, she continued to make new and unique pieces, selling them in local shops and at markets.  
Her son is now a teenager and Lauren still makes fun, colorful jewelry for every style and personality. 

CAROLYN HERBERT
HERBERT’S WINE JELLIES

Carolyn Herbert began making wine jelly to help support a family  
member coping with the struggles of mental health. The goal was to  
produce a non-alcoholic jelly to support employment  and success for her 
family member, as well as others. With a professional chef, they set out to 
make the best products possible. Herbert’s employees have developed 
ideas and products, some while incarcerated, and allowed the company 
to use their ideas. They began selling in 2017 and now have eight  
employees working hard while finding self-confidence, financial gain, 
and giving back to the community. 

This has been the mission of Herbert’s from the time of her retirement from public school administration in 
special education. Carolyn has always had a passion for helping those in need and she cannot seem to stop 
in retirement. She takes pride in the company’s high-quality specialty products. Herbert’s products were 
recognized by VA’s Finest and is for sale in specialty shops across the state. 
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KELLY U JOHNSON
KELLY U FINE ART

Kelly U Johnson is the artist behind Kelly U Fine Art. She paints the world 
as she sees it. Emphasizing its beauty and strength, she uses texture,  
color, and objects to represent an idea, thought, feeling, or even a  
presence. She enjoys working in a variety of mediums, including acrylics 
and watercolors and creating mixed media, collage art that brings joy 
and representation, highlighting African-Americans. 

MARLENE (MOE) & JOHN JOHNSON
SAWDUST

Moe & John create unique wooden treasures made with love and magic. 
They are a husband and wife team who create with the inspiration of 
their imaginative grandchildren. Each one of their treasures is unique. 
With the nature of wood, every piece chooses how it will look. All their 
painted treasures are painted with quality, non-toxic Stokmar  
watercolors. Most of their treasures are polished with a child-safe  
combination of beeswax and coconut oil. 

GINNY LAYNE

Ginny’s first experience with photography was at age 12, with her  
family’s Kodak Instamatic camera. She was fascinated with how  
photography could express such a wide range of emotions and self- 
expression. In 1972, she set up a small darkroom in her parent’s basement 
and continued to experiment with the endless possibilities photography 
offered. 

In 1980 she received a Bachelor of Arts in Education at Virginia Tech. It 
wasn’t until 1985 when she attended a summer workshop at the Maine 
Photographic Workshops in Rockport, Maine where she received her first 
formal class in the fine art of photography. “This experience,” she said, 

“changed my life.” It led her to enroll in Virginia Commonwealth University’s graduate department in Fine Art 
Photography & Film. After receiving her Master of Fine Arts, the State University of New York at Potsdam’s Art 
Department hired her and she was there for 22 years as a Professor of Photography. During her employment, 
she attended numerous professional workshops to continue her education. 

Ginny has exhibited her work nationally in over two dozen galleries. She currently practices photography 
and oil painting, as a new form of expression.
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SAMUEL LITTLE
580 POTTERY

Sam Little is an artist, graphic designer, and entrepreneur. He grew up  
in the Mississippi Delta and earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts in  
Commercial Design with a Printmaking minor from Delta State  
University (DSU). IN 1984, he was introduced to ceramics and throwing 
clay. He instantly loved it and lived in dirty jeans for the rest of his college 
years. In 1989, Sam moved to Richmond, Virginia seeking new beginnings 
in all aspects of his life. This is a long story of perseverance. 

In November 2013, Sam started taking pottery classes at Rosewood Pot-
tery, where he is now an integral part. Sam lives and produces functional 

pottery, hanging planters, and succulent planters near Ashland, Virginia under the brand name, 580 Pottery. 
The meaning behind this name reveals his passion for his craft. Angel numbers 580 mean: To imagine, to 
explore, to be creative, to build with my hands a livelihood, a community, a fellowship while prospering. 

NATALIA MAURER
HAUS OF JUNG

Versatile and minimal, with edge, Haus of Jung leather accessories are 
100% handmade in the atelier cottage in Richmond, Virginia. Brazilian 
founder and designer, Natalia Maurer, is heavily inspired by her  
international upbringing to find a sense of ‘home’ in accessories, as they 
encapsulate the essentials needed for the moment. Natalia spends a 
large deal of her time creating custom designs for clients, for their own 
individual journey through life. Her background in psychology and Carl 
Jung inspires her to hold space for and help clients examine the needs of 
the Self, manifested and expressed through custom accessory. 

JUDY MCKINNEY
IMMAGINE

Immagine’ is a group of family and friends that celebrates the  
happiness and beauty of the world around us. It is their goal to share 
these wonderful images with you by creating stationary, prints, and 
select gift items from their artist’s drawings, paintings, and photographs. 
Immagine’ started in late 2012 with one artist and has now grown to over 
20 artists! Their artists range in age from 9-90! They hope you take time to 
browse through this catalog and find something that you will enjoy using 
for yourself or to buy as a gift. Thank you for sharing in the journey!
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PAT MORRIS
MORRIS DESIGN

Pat grew up on the beaches of the eastern coasts from Newport, Rhode 
Island to Florida and has a strong connection with the Atlantic Ocean  
landscape. As a designer, she takes inspiration from the ever-changing 
forms and colors in the sky, sand and surf, and in the birds and plants that 
are able to thrive in this somewhat hostile environment.

When designing, her first thoughts are always of color. Every color evokes 
its own feeling, and every ray of light magnifies, or changes, that feeling. 
The emotion of each color suggests to Pat the line, form, and texture 
elements needed to make the design work. She travels along a chaotic, 

instinctive path that doesn’t always make sense until the design is complete. She works in several mediums: 
fabric (costume/home), clay (jewelry/home), and semi-precious gems and beads of various types (jewelry). 

FAKEHA NAEEM
GREEN PARROT STUDIOS

A mother of three beautiful girls, Fakeha Naeem is also a print and jewelry 
designer. She believes that, just like every design resonates with each  
individual on a different level, jewelry too connects us to a memory or  
reflects our own individual being which makes us different from others. 
Her jewelry is like a print in her mind which she creates using various  
techniques. When you look at her collection, it has something for  
everyone. You may find yourself in colors she used, or a certain piece may 
speak to you of a story untold or a memory you forgot. They are trinkets 
of her love to design, to satisfy her passion to create and share her love for 
jewelry. 

SANDRA LOVE PARDUE
LOVE THY JEWELRY

My designs are created with you in mind – purposeful as it is beautiful, 
affordable, and one-of-a-kind crafted with care and quality so that it lasts. I 
love using unique beads and gemstones because of their refined structure, 
clarifying energies, warmth, and lightness that help to amplify your  
wellness and beauty. When you wear Love Thy Jewelry, you become part of 
this polished uniqueness that is also you. 
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MADISON POLLARD
MAD KITCHEN CO.

Mad Kitchen Co. began in 2017 as a food and travel blog while owner 
and artist, Madison Pollard, was living in Europe. Interested in adding an 
artistic component to the blog, Madison opened an Etsy shop where she 
could sell her food and travel-themed drawings. When the pandemic  
began to affect Madison’s home, Richmond, VA, she was inspired to  
create the Richmond Classics series, paying tribute to her community’s 
most beloved restaurants and landmarks. In 2020, Madison left her  
full-time job in the restaurant world to pursue her creative passions as 
Mad Kitchen Co. She continues to illustrate her favorite cities while  
freelancing for musicians, small businesses, and non-profits. She seeks  

                                                                    to inspire others to explore the world through food, art, and travel. 

SYEDA MLEEHA SHAH
WHITE OAK PHOTOGRAPHY

Syeda Mleeha Shah is a gifted artist and an early childhood education  
professional residing in Richmond, Virginia. Her overarching goal in all of 
her endeavors is to promote healthy social living among young children. 

Her children’s book, Peace in My World, is a simple story told  
comprehensively for young children aimed to instill in them an  
understanding of world peace. This concept is one which is universal and  
important for children to grasp at an early age. The poetry contains simple 
language, which is easy for children to enjoy, yet the repetition of the line, 
“I am in peace from head to toe,” reinforces the idea on every page. Peace 

in My World is another way Syeda can engage and join readers of all ages to explore the meaning of peace. 

The title of this book focuses on peace and cultural diversity, but the story within is also about appreciating 
our natural world. Syeda’s book is dedicated to displaced children living in refugee camps throughout the 
world, waiting and hoping for peace. 

SEAN TOLER
SEAN TOLER PHOTOGRAPHY

As soon as he had a 35mm point & shoot camera as a teen, Sean Toler 
was hooked on photography, but his love for abandonment photography 
began later in life. After his father-in-law gifted him with his first digital 
camera that Christmas, on a whim, Sean stopped the car on the way to 
his parent’s house to photograph an old building he had seen hundreds 
of times growing up. Thought that building no longer stands, it has been 
preserved digitally through his camera. In this way, he feels that he and 
so many others like him, are helping to preserve part of our history as 
more and more old buildings succumb to weakness and decay or are  

demolished in the name of progress. A few years ago, Sean’s first book of photography was published. 
Forgotten Virginia features photographs documenting places and spaces from around the state while also 
sharing backstories and histories uncovered along the way. 
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PAT WHITLOW
THE JEWELRY BOX

Pat Whitlow is a Richmond native who has enjoyed making various types 
of crafts for years. She began making jewelry over 15 years ago and has 
been hooked ever since! 

She likes to create unique jewelry – especially pieces that incorporate 
unusual items such as silverware, buttons, vintage beads, etc. She loves 
making pieces “to order” and she has sold her work at craft shows and in 
various shops in Richmond and the Outer Banks. Pat was a beading  
instructor at Michael’s for several years before coming to the Cultural Arts 
Center at Glen Allen., where she has been teaching for over 10 years.  

She enjoys teaching classes to both new and more experienced jewelry students. When she is not making  
jewelry, Pat helps her husband run their office furniture business. 

ROSE YOUNG
STRINGING DREAMS & BEADS

Rose Young began making jewelry in 2013, when she took her first class 
at John Campbell Folk School. Since then, she has taken many classes and 
taught herself from online tutorials. She has worked with resin, wire,  
fabric, gemstone, pearls, and beads, but her first love is beadwork. She 
has a small handmade jewelry business, Stringing Dreams & Beads, and 
does a few craft fairs a year, mostly selling by word of mouth. Her faith is 
very important to her, and she gives credit to God for this creative spirit. 

BETH YOUNGER
B. YOUNGER

Beth Younger is an artist, designer, and founder of B.Younger, a designer 
wearable arts company. She uses color, shape, and contrast to paint  
colorful and vivid contemporary paintings that express the chosen  
subject matter and environment. Her artwork is inspiration for making 
her designer scarves, jewelry, and other accessories. 

Beth earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Communication Arts & 
Design from Virginia Commonwealth University. Her artwork is included 
in private collections in the U.S. and has been shown and exhibited in 
various galleries and exhibitions. Beth’s work is sold in the Cultural Arts 

                                                                    Center at Glen Allen and the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts gift shops. 



Products displayed in this catalog are all handmade and therefore will vary slightly from product shown in images.  
For custom order requests, please email programs@artsglenallen.com. 

Orders are placed through the Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen (www.artsglenallen.com). See “How to Order” section 
for more information. 

Customers with questions about products may call (804) 261-6206 or email programs@artsglenallen.com. 

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
Merchandise availability in our catalog is not guaranteed. If merchandise is not available at the time your order  
processes, we will notify you of this via email and let you know when product will be back in stock or will refund you 
for unavailable product, or if product is discontinued for any reason. 

SHIPPING INFORMATION
All orders can be shipped directly to the customer or can be picked-up in-store or with curbside pick-up. Every effort 
will be made to ship orders within 2-3 days of receipt of that order. Items that are back ordered will be shipped  
separately when available. 

CURBSIDE/IN-STORE PICKUP AVAILABLE
Customers who prefer to pick their order up at the Cultural Arts Center may choose to do so when placing their order. 

Orders being picked up must be placed in advance to allow staff time to process the order. Staff will notify you when 
the order is ready to schedule pick-up. At that time, please let staff know if you prefer an in-store or curbside pick-up. 
Masks must be worn when picking up from in-store. 

RETURNS/EXCHANGES
Due to the handmade nature of our goods, we will not accept returns on merchandise sold. All product is inspected 
prior to shipping to ensure quality. 

If you receive items that are damaged in transit, please notify us within 7 business days to resolve. 

Original shipping costs are nonrefundable. 

HOW TO ORDER:
Order Online – Visit www.artsglenallen.com and visit the online gift shop which includes catalog options as well as 
items direct from our shop. Online orders can be paid for via any credit card or through Paypal. 

Order by Phone – Phone orders can be taken Mon-Fri, 9am-4pm by calling 804-261-6206. Phone orders can be paid for 
via credit card and/or using a Cultural Arts Center gift card. Shipping fees will be added to your order at the time  
of processing. 

Order by Mail/Email – Complete and send in a copy of the order form found in this catalog and on the Center’s website. 
Email order form to programs@artsglenallen.com or mail to: Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen, Attn: Handmade for the 
Holidays, P.O. Box 1249, Glen Allen, VA 23060. Payments can be made via credit card or Cultural Arts Center gift card. 
Shipping fees will be added to your order total at the time of processing

VISIT THE SHOP
To see more handmade works by these artists and many more, please visit the Cultural Arts Center gift shop during  
the week, Mon-Fri between 9am-4pm, or shop online at www.artsglenallen.com. New products are added regularly. 

Please note: Catalog products may not be available in store. To purchase from the catalog while visiting, please call 
ahead with your order so that product can be pulled for you prior to your visit. 

Thank you for shopping with us! Your purchase supports the Cultural Arts Center and working artists as well.  
All products are handmade with love and we hope you will love them too! 

GENERAL INFORMATION
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ORDER FORM 

Customer Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Shipping Address: ______________________________________________________________________
 
___________________________________________________________________________________

Phone: _______________________________    Email: _________________________________________

Billing Address, if different from above:  _____________________________________________________
 
______________________________________________________________________________________

Method of delivery: 

 __  Please ship to me using the shipping address above
 __  I will pick-up in-store when order is ready
 __  I will pick-up from outside, curb-side when order is ready

Payment:  Check  Cash  Credit Card  Gift Card

Card # _______________________
 
Exp: _________________________
 
3-Digit Code: __________________

ITEM CODE  Description                Price Each             Quantity              Total

__________         _____________________________          _________            ________          _______

__________         _____________________________          _________            ________          _______

__________         _____________________________          _________            ________          _______

__________         _____________________________          _________            ________          _______

__________         _____________________________          _________            ________          _______

Subtotal: ___________  
Add 6% VA Sales Tax: ___________  

Total Due: ___________ 
Shipping fees, if applicable, will be added at the time the order is processed.
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